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The software explosion 

I can remember during the early days of Starlink we 
used to search desperately for software suitable for 
distribution — putting together a release was quite a 
struggle. Today it is still a struggle, but the battle 
now is to avoid being overwhelmed by the sheer 
volume of software submitted. Software distribution is 
a full-time  
During the last two years there has been a great 
increase in the volume of the VMS Starlink Software 
Collection, as measured by the amount of disk space it 
takes to store it all. It will fill a 500 Mbyte disk easily, 
and if you want to store the star catalogues as well 
you'd better order a 1 Gbyte drive and hope that it 
doesn't fill up by Christmas. The graph on the left 
shows what has been happening. 
Recently the situation has been complicated by the 
distribution of a Unix version of the Starlink software. 
At present this is much smaller than the VMS version 
as only a subset is available. However, eventually it 
will replace the VMS version. 

Mike Lawden, RAL 
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Editorial 

Fourteen years ago a 'Panel on Astronomical Im-
age and D a t a  was set up ' to ascertain the 
needs of UK astronomers for da ta reduction and analy-
sis facilities over the next 5-7 years.. . ' . Starlink was the 
result. 

Those '5-7 years ' have come and gone twice over, 
and now the SERC is, once again, reviewing the needs 
of UK astronomers. It has set up a Starlink Review 
Panel to review and assess the Starlink Project, and to 
advise the Astronomy and Planetary Science Board on 
priorities for its future development and operation, 'in 
particular for the next 4 years ' (time scales seem to have 
shortened since 1978). 

The Panel is chaired by Professor Peter  
of Birmingham University. The other members are 
Brendan Byrne, Bob Carswell, George Efstathiou, Paul 

Ten years ago 

Starlink started in 1980 with a complement of six 
sites (RGO, ROE, UCL, RAL, Cambridge, and Manch-
ester) — in those days, Site Managers ' meetings could 
be held around a table. In March 1982, the first extra 
site was added to Starlink's realm; this was at the Uni-
versity of Durham. Thir ty five people applied for the 
post of Site Manager there, and a young man by the 
name of Alan Lotts was appointed. He must have liked 
the job because he still presides there today, with a lot 
more hardware and users to look after. This was the 
first site to be based on a VAX 750 computer. These 
were only 65% as powerful as the VAX 780s used at the 
original sites, but they were much cheaper (and much 
smaller). It was this reduction in price of VAX comput-
ers tha t made new Starlink nodes economically feasible. 

In December 1981, I finally had to admit that the 
original design of the Starlink software directory struc-
ture was wrong. This put all the executable software 
in [STAREXE] and [USEREXE], all the source code in 
[STARSRC] and [USERSRC], all the libraries in [STAR-
LIB] and [USERLIB], and so on. The [STAR*] direc-
tories held 'systems' files, and the [USER*] directories 
held 'user ' files. Also, each directory contained a sub-
directory for local files, such as [USEREXE.LOCAL]. It 
seemed a good idea at the time — rather Unix-like in 
fact. However, problems became obvious fairly quickly: 
directories were different at each site because local soft-
ware was stored in subdirectories; proprietary software 
was mixed up with our own software and this made soft-
ware distribution difficult; it wasn ' t always clear which 
files belonged to which items; and the division between 
'systems' and 'user' software led to sterile arguments 
about which was which. 

The new design put all the distributable software 
inside a single directory called [STARLINK], so the soft-
ware we were entitled to distr ibute could be copied with 

Lamb, Alan Pedlar, Trevor Ponman, and Allan Willis. 
It first met on 29th November last year at RAL, and 
has met twice more since then. It is due to report to 
the APS Board in September. 

This Panel is clearly of great importance in deter-
mining the future direction of Starlink. The Project 
faces many challenges: the transit ion from mainly VMS 
to entirely Unix-based computers; the further develop-
ment of the ADAM software environment; limitations 
and uncertainties in funding; support of a rapidly grow-
ing software base; analysis of larger datase is . Hopefully, 
we will be able to report on the conclusions and recom-
mendations of the Panel in the next Starlink Bulletin. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.MDL, mdl@uk.ac.rl.star 

Readers are reminded that the views expressed in the articles 
do not necessarily reflect those of Starlink management. 

a single BACKUP command. Proprietary software was 
put in [STARHOLD], and software which was local to a 
specific site was put in  There have been 
some further modifications since then — large items 
tend to be stored in their own top level directories now, 
and more at tent ion is paid to isolating items within their 
own subdirectories. But the overall design implemented 
in December 1981 has stood the test of t ime and is still 
used today (in the VMS version). 

Patrick Wallace got a shock in December 1981 when 
someone rang him up at home (RAL was snowed in) and 
asked him if he could spend £150,000 in a hurry ( that ' s 
about  in today's money). It was what is known 
as a 'windfall', a mysterious phenomenon which occurs 
at odd times as a consequence of H. M. Treasury 's quaint 
old ways. I 'm happy to say tha t Wallace rose to the 
challenge and ordered disks, memory, and terminals. A 
further windfall of £250,000 in January 1982, coinciden-

 again announced by telephone to Wallace Towers 
at the time of the next great snows, required more des-
perate measures — the new Starlink node at Durham 
was set up in response to this emergency. 

Believers in Global Warming will be interested to 
hear tha t snow caused the cancellation of the 17th Star-
link Progress Meeting at RAL, scheduled for January 
11th 1982. The interruption proved fatal, as no such 
meetings were ever held again. This is unfortunate for 
the writer of columns such as this, because it also meant 
the end of a series of luxuriant minutes which give lots 
of information about what was going on ten years ago. 
These meetings were replaced by a new series of more in-
formal Weekly Progress Meetings, start ing on 17th May 
1982. These have been going ever since, except they are 
now held monthly! 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.MDL, mdl@uk.ac.rl.star 
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ASTERIX at the R.A.S 

Fi gur e 1. Interested attendees of the January meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society watch Richard Saxton 
(seated) demonstrate Starlink's ASTERIX software package. 

The January meeting of the R.A.S. was dedicated 
to a discussion of 'Rosat Results ' . One of the Leicester 
Vaxstation 3100s was configured as a standalone system 
and used at the meeting to demonstrate the Asterix 
X-ray da t a processing system, widely used to analyse 
Rosat da ta . The demonstrat ion focused on image pro-
cessing, with part icular regard to the needs of Rosat 
da ta . These included the s tandard image manipula-
tion routines, and some more advanced features such 
as marking the sources found by the point source search 
routine, PSS, onto a displayed image. 

PSS uses the latest calibration of the point spread 
function for the Rosat Wide Field Camera, P S P C and 

 to search Rosat pointed observations. This enables 
it to identify single sources at the edge of the field where 
the PSF has become broad and irregular. 

X R T B C K B O X, a routine to select graphically a 
source and background area for sorting Rosat X R T data , 
was exhibited. This  procedure allows a circular 
source box and a circular or annular background box to 
be selected on the image. Using the counts within these 
boxes and an est imate of the point spread function of 
the instrument, the procedure calculates the opt imum 
radius of the source box to maximise the signal-to-noise 
ratio for the source. The da t a are then sorted within 
these constraints . 

A further ICL procedure, X R T M S P E C , which au-
tomatically produces a spectrum for each source de-
tected by PSS, was demonstra ted on the ' Q S F 3 ' field, 
which contains about 70 QSOs. It is a very good method 
of performing initial analysis on a field containing many 
sources, such as a deep survey field. 

Due to the low Ear th orbit of Rosat, time series 

produced by the instruments aboard are punctuated 
by gaps when the satellite passes through regions of 
high particle background (such as the South Atlantic 
Anomaly). Some of the more advanced time series anal-
ysis applications in Asterix, designed to cater for this 
scenario, were demonstrated at the meeting. One par-
ticularly useful routine was the  algorithm, 
LOMBSCAR, which was shown to work well on this type 
of data. 

The P S P C detector aboard Rosat is capable of per-
forming reasonable spectral imaging. An Asterix appli-
cation, ENMAP, has been writ ten to take advantage of 
this; it produces an image, colour coded with the aver-
age pulse height channel in each image pixel. This works 
best when the field contains several sources of different 
type — it is very good at distinguishing the very soft X-
ray spectra of white dwarfs from the much harder X-ray 
binaries, for example. This technique was used at the 
meeting on an observation of a region of the LMC. The 
X-ray binary, LMC  was seen to contrast nicely with 
several, much softer, supernova remnants in the field of 
view. 

The Asterix ' roadshow' will be appearing next at 
the forthcoming R.A.S. out-of-town meeting at Durham 
in April. A larger demonstrat ion is planned for this 
meeting, which will include all aspects of the Asterix sys-
tem and not jus t the Rosat-specific applications. If you 
feel a demonstrat ion at your local Starlink site would 
be beneficial, then contact your site manager or LT-
VAD::RDS. 

Richard Saxton & Geoff Mellor, Leicester 
LTVADr.RDS,  
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New products 

From November 1991 to March 1992 inclusive, 
there were 27 software releases within Starlink's VMS 
software collection affecting 41 software items. One 
item (GEROFF) was withdrawn. There were 13 Unix 
releases affecting 27 items (the current state of Star-
link's Unix software is described in SUN/118). There 
is a lot of overlap between the VMS and Unix software, 
but the details below refer specifically to the VMS ver-
sion. 

Software 

Six new software items were released: 

CCDPACK: this performs CCD data reduction un-
der ADAM (SUN/139). 

HRTS: a High Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph 
package. It is used with  to reduce data from 
the HRTS (SUN/138). 

S P E C D R E: an ADAM application for spectroscopic 
data reduction  0). 

 a software porting tool to help port Fortran code 
to Unix machines (SUN/111). 

S T A R M A N : a Stellar Photometry, Image and Ta-
ble handling package for crowded field photometry 
(SUN/141). 

STEVE: enhances the standard TPU editor with some 
features useful to Starlink users (SUN/125,126). 

Thirty four other software items were changed; 
some just had bug fixes, others had significant enhance-
ments, including: 

A D A M : a complete new release, described in    5. 
It includes a new version of the inter-task message 
system, and task types are partially rationalised. 
The parameter system has been made portable, 
and error reporting has been improved. Two 
new documents about ADAM have been released: 
SUN/134  writing instrumentation tasks, and 
SUN/144 on the Unix version of ADAM. 

ASTERIX: updated XRT routines (SUN/98). 

D A O P H O T : now running 'DAOPHOT II -
Next Generation' (SUN/42). 

The 

 allows HDS files written on any VAX, Sun, or 
DECstation hardware to be read on any of the oth-
ers  

N D F : passes NDF sections to applications, partitions 
large datasets to reduce memory requirements, and 
other new features (SUN/33). 

 adds PATT3 and NOT forms to its 
repertoire. This allows applications for mm and 
sub-mm telescopes, and the Nordic Optical Tele-
scope (SUN/22). 

PGPLOT: now has shareable images, including an 
ADAM version, and some new routines (SUN/15). 

PHOTOM: handles errors from the variance compo-
nent of an NDF (SUN/45). 

REXEC: can now handle FITS files (SUN/97). 

 GS: includes shareable images (SUN/85). 

Many subroutine libraries are now available as 
shareable images. 

Documents 

In addition to the documents noted above in con-
nection with software releases, there have been other 
significant new issues, in particular: 

S G / 5 : ICL — The interactive command language for 
ADAM. This is the main user interface to the 
ADAM environment. 

S S N / 9 : Installing the Unix Starlink software collec-
tion. Anyone interested in the Unix version of 
Starlink software should read this. 

S U N / 1 4 5 : Unix — An introduction. This is meant for 
people who are new to Unix, and for people who 
want a convenient reference for the most common 
operations. 

Some existing documents have been revised. Among 
these are: 

S G P / 1 6 : Starlink applications programming standard. 
This should be read by anyone who intends to write 
programs within Starlink, particularly if they may 
submit them as part of the Starlink software col-
lection. The new version includes a new section on 
how to write portable programs. 

 18: Starlink software on Unix. This describes 
what software is available on the Unix computers. 

Some significant Miscellaneous User Documents 
(MUDs) have been distributed recently: 

M U D / 1 2 5 : Zen and the art of the Internet. Read 
this if you are seriously interested in computer net-
works. 

M U D / 0 0 9 :  manual. This pack-
age does crowded field stellar photometry. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.MDL, mdl@uk.ac.rl.star 

Martin  Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.STAR, star@uk.ac.rl.star 
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Comings and goings X-ray SIG news 

No new sites have been added to the Starlink fold 
since last November, but there has been quite a lot 
of activity on the personnel front to report with 6 new 
people joining the Project this time compared with only 
the 2 reported in the last issue. 

P a u l Co l l i son has replaced Ivan B i s h o p as man-
ager of the Oxford node; Paul was previously a user of 
the Jodrell Bank node. (Oxford is Starlink's 6th largest 
node with about 100 users so Paul will, no doubt, be 
kept very busy.) Ivan left in October 1991, long be-
fore Paul ' s arrival in March 1992. During the interreg-
num, the gap was filled (not for the first t ime) by T o n y 
L y n a s - G r a y . 

Another new manager is Chris Br ind le , who 
s tar ted managing the Hatfield node in November 1991. 
Previously, Hatfield was managed remotely from Cam-
bridge, chiefly by the RGO's R a l p h M a r t i n , assisted 
by computer staff at Hatfield Polytechnic. This means 
tha t every Starlink node now has its own manager. 

Three more Starlink application programmers have 
been appointed since the last Bulletin was issued. 
Clive D a v e n h a l l , lately of ROE, has moved to the 
University of Leicester to take up the position of 
programmer for the Database Special Interest Group 
(SIG). He is currently establishing Starlink's require-
ments in the area of databases , and is conducting a 
comprehensive survey of the database systems market . 

D a v e Mi l l s has been appointed as applications 
 for the IUE SIG and will work at Starlink's 

University College London node. His background is 
in planetary imaging, aerospace, and astronomy and 
he is working on the reduction of the final IUE da ta 
archive. Dave s tar t s well by having an article on the 
use of Transputers published in this Bulletin (page 8). 

G r a n t P r i v e t t has been appointed as a second 
applications programmer for the Image Processing En-
vironment SIG and will work at the Cardiff node. His 
background is in explosives and medical imaging, and 
he will be working on a faint-galaxy photometry pack-
age. 

Starlink now has a record 10 applications program-
mers for the  plus 1 systems programmer. This 
par t ly explains the recent growth in the volume of soft-
ware submit ted for release. More programmers = more 
software for users  more work for RAL staff!). 

In February, Ian J e n k i n s joined the team at RAL 
which is working on portable ADAM. He comes from 
the Informatics Depar tment of RAL and is a Unix ex-
per t . His arrival means tha t the ADAM-port team has 
now replaced the loss it suffered last year when two of 
the original members , K a r e n and Crispin Goswel l , 
left for America. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.MDL, mdl@uk.ac.rl.star 

Over the past two years the work of the SIG has 
revolved principally around the software needs of the 
three instruments on the Rosat satellite — the Wide 
Field Camera (WFC) operating in the EUV, and the 
Position Sensitive Proport ional Counter (PSPC) and 
High Resolution Imager (HRI) working in the X-ray. 

Rosat itself has experienced significant operational 
problems, notably a major a t t i tude and control failure 
in January 1991, but has emerged in good shape, apart 
from some substantial loss of sensitivity in the W F C . 
Since February 1991 it has been carrying out a pointed 
programme, selected from proposals submitted in re-
sponse to formal AOs. The UK gets 12% of the observ-
ing time for both the EUV and X-ray telescopes (which 
are co-pointing), and this has been oversubscribed by a 
factor of five so far. 

Major recent Asterix developments are: 

• Interfaces to the Rosat P S P C and HRI, and en-
hancements to the W F C interface. 

• Substantial development of the source searching 
software (originally for processing W F C survey 
da ta ) . This is now a powerful general-purpose fa-
cility. 

• The introduction of a suite of time series analysis 
applications suitable for irregularly sampled data. 

• Development of an interactive image processing 
system. 

• Interfaces from Asterix to the fitting/plotting pack-
age Q D P (now released by Starlink) and the widely 
used spectral fitting suite X S P E C. 

• Improvements to the online help system. 

Demonstrat ions of the software have been given, 
by invitation, at several sites, and at the National As-
tronomy Meeting in Durham. 

Asterix is now a large and complex da ta analy-
sis system, and comments from users suggest that this 
poses problems for the inexperienced or occasional user. 
We therefore envisage spending a good deal of effort 
over the next year making it easier to use: the online 
help will be further  to provide introductions 
to the facilities available for various areas of analysis, 
the image processing and graphics subsystems will be 
merged and rationalised, and menu-driven ICL proce-
dures will be introduced to facilitate commonly used 
combinations of operations. In addition, the spectral 
fitting system will be overhauled, and the HDS screen 
editor 'HSE ' will be enhanced to support low level ma-
nipulation of HDS files. Finally, we expect to port the 
whole system to Unix during 1992. 

Trevor  Birmingham 
BHVADr.TJP,  
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Porting my first A D A M program 

In the last Starlink Bulletin ( 'My first ADAM pro-
gram', page  I described my adventures writing my 
very first ADAM application —  a program 
which calculates the  a t the time of observation 
from the FITS header information stored in an NDF. 

In February, I was handed the final pieces of soft-
ware tha t were required to allow you to run real ADAM 
applications on Unix machines. I dutifully installed 
them on our Suns and DECstat ions, and then looked 
to see if a test had been supplied by the programmer 
to verify tha t the installation had been successful. No 
such test was supplied, so I decided tha t the only test I 
could perform was to por t AIRMAS to Unix and check 
tha t it ran OK. 

I logged onto a Sun and ran the source (stored on 
the VAX but accessible via NFS) through FORCONV. 
This program painlessly converts unavoidable VMS 
specific INCLUDE sta tements to their Unix equiva-
lents, and makes other necessary changes to the file, 
such as converting it to  format so tha t it can 
be read on a Unix system using NFS. I then tried to 
compile and link it with the  command. I was 
mildly surprised when the prompt returned with no 
compiler errors. I tentatively ran my program and was 
rather pleased to be prompted for an NDF file, rather 
than getting a segmentation fault and a core dump. I 
took the opportuni ty to test for myself the boast that 
NDF files can be accessed transparently across different 
architectures by giving the program an NDF sitting on 
the VAX tha t had been writ ten by the VMS version of 
KAPPA. The program dutifully printed out an airmass 
of around 1.9, which was a big shame since the correct 
answer is 1.6. 

I then built the program on a DECstat ion (no fur-
ther changes to the code were required) and ran it there. 
This t ime the airmass was reported to be around 102 4! 

An accusing finger went hunt ing for the guilty pro-
grammer. It moved rapidly from the ADAM support 
group, lingered briefly on the Starlink Project Manager, 
and finally (and rather predictably) came to rest on my 
good self. It turned out tha t my code had a bug in it 
— I had passed a double precision argument to a sub-
routine expecting a real. You can get away with this on 
VMS, which is why the bug had gone unnoticed up to 
now, but the Unix machines were less forgiving. Once 
it had been fixed (the alteration of a single character) , 
the code produced the correct answer on all three plat-
forms. 

There are a number of lessons to be learned from 
my experience: 

• Bug-free ADAM applications port from VMS to 
Unix with great ease. 

• There are a number of violations of the Fortran 
Standard tha t are accepted by the VMS compiler, 
but cause problems on a Unix system. Adherents 

to the Starlink Programming Standard (SGP/16) 
should encounter very few problems. 

• HDS files really do allow transparent sharing of 
da ta across multiple architectures. 

Chris Clayton, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.CAC, cac@uk.ac.rl.star 

A D A M comes to Unix 

It has been obvious for a long time tha t the fu-
ture of Starlink lies with Unix-based computing sys-
tems. The hardest par t of moving from one type of 
environment to another is preserving the investment in 
software by ensuring tha t old programs run on the new 
hardware. 

As far as port ing the ADAM system is concerned, 
there are two main components: the infrastructure (or 
kernel), and the applications. For about a year, the 
ADAM support group and the Unix port ing team have 
been producing a portable version of the ADAM ker-
nel. This was released in February 1992 and provides 
facilities to run current ADAM programs from the shell 
on a Unix based computer . At present, the Sun Sparc-
station and DECstat ion are supported. The ability to 
run programs from ICL is not yet available, but will be 
provided later this year. Now tha t the kernel is avail-
able, the emphasis has shifted to the applications code. 
Although the amount of applications code dwarfs tha t 
in the kernel, it should be much easier to port as, un-
like the kernel code, it generally does not contain any 
machine-specific code. ADAM applications will be ap-
pearing on the Unix systems over the next few months , 
and most of the current ones will be available by the 
end of the year. 

Users who wish to port their own ADAM pro-
grams to a Unix-based computer should read  
'ADAM — Unix version', and SUN/118, 'Starlink soft-
ware on Unix'. For  advice on writing portable 
programs see SGP/16 , 'Starlink application program-
ming s tandard ' . This has recently been revised (ver-
sion 10) and now contains an enlarged section on how 
to write portable programs and, in particular, describes 
things that are likely to catch you out. 

One feature of HDS tha t will be particularly useful 
while running applications on mixed platforms is that 
the da t a files are portable. You can run programs on 
a Sun tha t access da t a files on a VAX; HDS handles 
all of the da t a conversion for you. This is not the case 
with normal binary da t a files. This benefit of HDS 
applies equally well to systems layered on top of HDS, 
so Figaro's DSA benefits from this too. This includes 
Sun Figaro as Caltech have recently decided to adopt 
HDS as the basic da ta system. 

Peter Allan, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.PMA, pma@uk.ac.rl.star 
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Why have my  files grown so large? 

Ah (as politicians say when asked an embarrass-
ing question), I 'm glad you asked me tha t . In the last 
year or so, there have been several occurrences of peo-
ple re-linking old programs on Starlink's VMS systems 
and finding tha t the size of the resulting executable file 
has grown by a large factor, thereby eating even fur-
ther into their meagre allocation of disk space. The 
reason behind this is tha t we have s tar ted to provide 
most subroutine libraries as shareable images. The use 
of shareable images allows bug fixes to be released with-
out users having to relink their programs, and the re-
sulting executable programs are generally smaller than 
if you used ordinary object libraries. So, shareable im-
ages are generally a good idea. Sometimes, however, 
they can result in unexpectedly large executable files. 
Fortunately, there is a fairly simple solution. 

To see what is going on, you need to understand 
a little about what the linker does when it creates an 
executable program. The linker lays out a complete 
copy of the program and da ta in memory, and then 
writes it out to disk. While doing this, it looks for large 
areas of uninitialised da ta , i.e. large arrays. If it finds 
one (let's say a 1000 x 1000 REAL array), then rather 
than write the corresponding 4Mbyte of empty da ta 
(approximately 8000 pages) to disk, the linker writes an 
image section descriptor  which takes up 12 bytes. 
Now tha t ' s what I call da t a compression! This trick is 
called 'demand zero compression'. So far, so good. The 
problem of large executable files arises when the linker 
has created what it considers to be too many image 
section descriptors. When this happens, it refuses to 
do any more demand zero compression, and your large 
arrays are wri t ten to disk in all their empty detail. 

To persuade the linker not to inflate the size of 
your  faster than an expanding universe, you 
need to dabble with linker options files. If you are cur-
rently linking a  with a command such as: 

$ LINK  -
 

then you should create a file called BIGLINK.OPT, 
containing the line: 

 

and change the linking command to: 

$ LINK  -
 

This will  the linker to allow up to 200 image section 
descriptors, instead of the default of 96-ish (the actual 
number is a bit vague). This should shrink your exe-
cutable files down to their former  selves. In 
the unlikely event tha t 200 is not enough, try a larger 
number (but if you need to go much larger, something 

is seriously amiss). If you are already using a linker 
options file, you can jus t add the above line to it. 

So, tha t ' s all there is to it. A one line file fixes all 
of your problems.  if it 's so easy, why isn't it done 
by default when linking a program against a Starlink 
library? Now I really am glad you asked me that , since 
if you link your program using: 

$ LINK  

then not only will this link your program against most 
Starlink subroutine libraries (unfortunately NAG and 

 AR are exceptions), but it will set  to 
200 as well. Easy, isn't it? 

Peter Allan, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.PMA,  

Wading into the M U D 

Starlink issues user documentation as Starlink 
User Notes (SUN) and Starlink Guides (SG). There are 
also Starlink General Papers (SGP) and Starlink Sys-
tem Notes (SSN). However, there is a lot of other useful 
documentat ion available which has been obtained from 

 link sources. This is indexed as Miscellaneous 
User Documents (MUD). 

 

 
 

  

 

 
  

 

Figure 1. Size of Starlink document series (pages). 

As the pie chart above shows, the volume of MUDs 
available is much larger than tha t of SUNs and SGs. 
Most (69%) of MUD pages are accounted for by com-
mercially produced documents and books, in fact 4 1 % 
is accounted for by the NAG manuals alone. 

The message is clear: If you are looking for help 
with an item of Starlink software, be sure to look 
in the MUD index (DOCSDIR:MUD.LIS) on VAXes, 
as well as in the Starlink document index (DOCS-
DIR:DOCS.LIS). Some major Starlink packages (FI-
G A R O for instance) are documented mainly in MUDs. 
Copies should be available from your local Starlink site. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL 
RLVADr.MDL, mdl@uk.ac.rl.star 
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Transputer Initiative Loan Report 

Over the past decade the use of electronic detec-
tors has become widespread in astronomical instrumen-
tation. The most common devices are CCD (charge-
coupled-device) based, and  currently produce 
datasets of order 1 Mbyte . 

The next few years will see a massive increase 
in potential dataset size as new techniques such as 
CCD-mosaicing (and possibly very large format pho-
ton counting detectors) become available. The current 
da ta reduction facilities will be unable to cope with this 
flood of raw da ta . The use of parallel processing sys-
tems is an obvious candidate for the solution of this 
problem. 

The astronomical community has already invested 
hundreds of man-years of effort in developing cus-
tom software for processing raw CCD datasets (usually 
termed 'da ta reduction') , and cannot afford to fund a 
major  in order to take advantage of parallel 
processing hardware. 

The aim of the investigation was to take 
existing da ta reduction routines, re-compile them to 
run on Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data  
systems (Transputer-based in our case), and evaluate 
the potential for performance gains. The equipment 
used was a PC-based 4 Transputer board running the 
Helios-PC (Unix-like) operating system. 

A variety of algorithms were used during the 
project. These are presented in order of complexity. 
The majority were writ ten in Fortran-77 (in common 
with a large proportion of scientific da ta reduction soft-
ware), and have seen use in the field as part of the da ta 
reduction package for the University College London 
Echelle Spectrograph (currently installed on the Anglo-
Australian Telescope). 

Monte Carlo 

This routine helps determine the likely errors in 
various fits performed during a da ta reduction. 

A 'processor farm' was used, with each 'worker' 
being sent a set of fitted da ta , along with details of 
the fitting function used. The workers then generate 
simulated datasets and re-fit the function. The error 
on the fit is calculated over a large number of cycles 
and returned to the Master process. 

Workers Messages Message Size Time 
(Bytes)  

1 100 10000 1620 
2 100 10000 870 
4 100 10000 440 

The speedup obtained with 4 processors approaches 
the ideal figure which would be obtained for perfect 

scalability, and the processing time for the task exceeds 
the message transmission time by 2 orders of magni-
tude. It is, therefore, a prime candidate for massive 
parallelism using up to 100 processors for very large 
datasets . 

Cosmic ray locator 

This is a very CPU-intensive algorithm as it in-
volves a large number of histogramming and function 
fitting steps, embedded in an iterative clipping proce-
dure. 

The strategy involves rescaling each  incre-
ment of the dataset and calculating the average profile 
of the Astronomical Object (or its spectrum). This 
average is then used to calculate the degree to which 
each pixel exceeds its expected value. These excesses 
are then analysed for statistical significance by apply-
ing the  (K-S) test to their Cumu-
lative Distribution Function. The distribution is then 
clipped at a pre-defined threshold, and the whole pro-
cess repeated. Iteration proceeds until the distribution 
is within user-defined limits. Each worker in the pro-
cessor farm is sent a set of objects (or a spectrum) to 
process. It returns a copy in which suspect pixels have 
been flagged using a 'magic ' value. 

Workers Messages Message Size 
(Bytes) 

Time 
 

1 
2 
4 

100 
100 
100 

10000 
10000 
10000 

3130 
1600 
810 

The speedup obtained with 4 processors again ap-
proaches the ideal figure which would be obtained for 
perfect scalability, and the processing time for the task 
exceeds the message transmission time by more than 
2 orders of magnitude. It is, therefore, another prime 
candidate for massive parallelism using up to 100 pro-
cessors for very large datasets . This processing could be 
applied at the instrument as it needs to be performed 
regardless of the nature of the subsequent processing. 
The Optical Science Laboratory (OSL) has applied for 
SERC funding for a project to produce a system which 
will perform this and other da ta reduction tasks at the 
telescope. The project will be based on a workstation 
hosted Transputer Farm, and will be designed to be 
instrumentat ion independent. 

Arc line identifier 

The OSL has worked extensively on this prob-
lem over the past couple of years, and we have de-
veloped a pa t te rn recognition algorithm which is effec-
tive on this kind of dataset . The strategy is first to 
build a database using the theoretical line list. This 
database contains information about ratios of left and 
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right nearest-neighbour distances for all pairs of left-
right neighbours and for all lines. The maximum dis-
tance of possible neighbours is a tunable parameter 
which is adjusted to accommodate the resolution of the 
inst rument . 

The task of identifying a line is then done by cal-
culating the same set of ratios for the line, and all its 
possible left-right neighbour combinations. These ra-
tios are then sorted and compared with those in the 
database. A metric based on the difference between 
observed and predicted sets of ratios is calculated, and 
these metrics are ranked in order of deviation from the 
ideal value. 

Once all the observed lines have a set of ranked 
metrics, a consistency check is performed to select the 
best overall set of metrics which satisfy wavelength 
range and resolution constraints (derived from infor-
mation about the instrumental setup). The observed 
wavelengths can then be fitted (using splines or poly-
nomials) to generate a wavelength for each pixel in the 
image. 

The most t ime consuming par t of the process is 
the generation and searching of the ratios. This is the 
par t of the procedure which has been implemented on 
the Transputers . 

The algori thm is implemented on a processor farm 
in which each worker unders tands two different mes-
sage types. The first instructs the worker to build a ra-
tio database using a supplied theoretical line list. The 
second supplies a list of observed line positions to be 
matched with the database. 

In a typical run, each worker is first instructed to 
build its section of the database, and then sent a large 
number of observed lists for identification. 

Workers Message type Time 
 

1 
2 
4 

Initialise 
Initialise 
Initialise 

25 
28 
30 

1 
2 
4 

Search 
Search 
Search 

776 
400 
218 

The speedup obtained with 4 processors again ap-
proaches the ideal figure which would be obtained for 
perfect scalability, and the processing time for the task 
exceeds the message transmission time by more than 
an order of magni tude. In the particular case of this 
algorithm, the performance is quite sensitive to the 
total memory size available on the worker processes. 
The database constructed can be very large (Mbytes) 
and therefore higher performance can be obtained when 
each worker can build a copy of the whole database. 

The message transmission time in this  
is almost negligible as the theoretical database and ob-

served line lists are both very compact . This algorithm 
is therefore highly suitable for massive parallelism. 

Conclusions 

The main conclusions are as follows: 

• The port ing of both C and FORTRAN code was 
very easy. 

• The min imum amount of memory per Transputer 
node for  astronomical reduction is greater 
than 1 Mbyte (we suggest 4 Mbyte per node). 

• Certain applications benefit substantially from the 
provision of a large amount of local memory per 
node, and it may be more effective to use e.g. 4 
processors each with 32 Mbyte memory than 16 
processors each with only 8 Mbyte memory. This 
is the case with the Arc line identification algo-
r i thm. A general purpose reduction system would 
therefore need a heterogeneous node population to 
provide the op t imum environment for a range of 
different algorithms. 

• The development of a set of  'Ob-
jec t ' packing/unpacking routines is a prerequisite 
to ease a real implementat ion. 

• Many da t a reduction algorithms can achieve near-
ideal performance increases on Transputer-based 
parallel processing systems. 

• The relatively low throughput of the overall hard-
ware/software message passing prevents the effec-
tive use of Transputer 'Farms ' for some algorithms 
in which the CPU-per -da tum value is low (for ex-
ample the Median calculator) 

• The advent of the new H9000 Transputer may 
prove more widely applicable in the low CPU-per-
da tu m case, as its message passing has been signif-
icantly enhanched to provide: 

— Low latency 

— Order of magnitude greater bandwidth 

— Virtual circuits and t ransparent message rout-
ing 

• The application of MIMD parallel processors could 
have a great impact upon the most CPU-intensive 
steps in the astronomical da ta reduction process. 
It is these same steps which will be most in need 
of dramat ic speedups as the dataset sizes increase 
over the next decade, and we have demonstrated 
that the port ing of existing code to MIMD systems 
is a prime candidate for the a t ta inment of such 
increased performance. 

Dave Mills, Starlink, UCL 
ZUVADr.DMILLS,  
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What is CCDPACK? 

CCDPACK is the name of a recently released pack-
age which has been produced (under the direction of 
the IPESIG) to perform the initial processing stages 
of CCD d a t a reduction. It provides the means to pro-
duce da t a free from the CCD instrumental signature 
and contains the necessary mechanisms for processing 
large amounts of da t a easily and efficiently with a min-
imum of effort. It is fully described in SUN/139. 

At present CCDPACK's processing abilities reside 
in several routines whose primary functions cover: 

• the combination of bias frames into a 'master bias ' 

• the subtract ion of the CCD bias component 

• the removal of dark or  contributions 

• the combination of flat fields into a flatfield 'mas-
ter ' 

• the application of the flatfield correction. 

All the routines process lists of NDFs and help 
keep track of what has been performed to what da ta 
at which time and with what results (and by whom, if 
you add i t ) , using an integral logging system. Other 
impor tant features are (i) the ability to allow the defi-
nition of the defective areas of CCDs using keyword de-
scriptions in ordinary text files, (ii) support for many 
data-combinat ion techniques, and  the ability to 
take full account of statistical uncertainty during all 
the stages of calibration corrections using variance pro-
duction and propagation (even during the calibration 
frame data-combinat ion stages). CCDPACK also has 
facilities for performing batch processing with ease. 

Perhaps the most immediately noticeable extra 
feature is its ability to process lists of NDFs. These 
can be specified by DCL wildcards (as well as by comma 
separated lists in text files and in response to prompts) . 
So, responses such as: 

IN >  
IN > NGC2261_y. 

have their expected meanings. A similar scheme exists 
for output names: 

OUT > * 
OUT >  
OUT > DEBIAS_*/DEBIAS/FLAT/ 

where '* ' indicates tha t the output NDF name should 
be the same as the corresponding input NDF name, 
and D E B I A S _ * / D E B I A S / F L A T / means replace occur-
rences of the string  with the string 'FLAT' ) . 
If naming schemes and /o r directory segregation of re-
lated files are used, then controlling the input and out-
put of routines becomes trivial. 

Da ta stack combination can be performed using 
many methods; e.g. the mean, the median, tr immed 

means of various kinds, and the mode. The aim is to 
provide a fairly exhaustive selection of ways to combine 
your data . The chosen methods include the most effi-
cient (mean) and the most robust (median) estimators, 
and a range of options in between these ideals. All these 
methods support variance propagation — provided the 
input da ta has an approximately normal distribution 
— so you don' t have to sacrifice error estimation just 
because you need to combine, say, your flatfields using 
the median. 

Defective regions of a CCD are flagged using two 
basic methods: by an NDF whose corresponding data 
component values are set, or by interpreting bad-region 
commands within a text file (an ASCII Region Defini-
tion (ARD) file). Using the ARD option, regions are 
described using the keywords: pixel, line, row, column, 
box, polygon, circle and ellipse. ARD files contain this 
sort of information: 

! ARD d e s c r i p t i o n f i l e f o r bad r e g i o n s of 
! my CCD. 

COLUMN 10 15 411 

PIXEL 201 143 -
153 167 

 

BOX 350 435 5 

# Bad c o l u m n s 

# Two Bad p i x e l s 

# Hot spo t + 

Performing reductions 

The first routine which is usually run when start-
ing with a clean sheet is CCDSETUP. This reminds you 
of the CCD parameters you require to perform the re-
duction — things like the ADC conversion factor, the 
readout noise, where the bias strips are located, which 
bit of the CCD you want to keep etc. These values are 
kept as global parameters and are used by all the other 
routines as appropriate. 

A typical interactive reduction might involve, say, 
doing something like the following (shown as a DCL 
command procedure): 

$! 
$! Set up the CCD parameters. 
$! 
$ CCDSETUP  -

EXTENT=[5,57,1,64] ADC=1 RN0ISE=9.95 -
MASK=CCDTEST_ARD \ 

$! 
Add a note to the log file, 

CCDNOTE "Exercising CCDPACK" \ 

Make a master_bias frame from the 
normal  

MAKEBIAS IN=BIAS*  \ 

 all frames (including  
This also performs the variance generation, 
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$! defect masking, data value expansion 
$! (ADUs to electrons) and data subsetting 
$! (EXTENT). 
$! 
$    \ 
$! 
$! Create a flat field master. 
$! 
$ MAKEFLAT   \ 
$! 
$! Flatfield all the DATA frames, strip the 
$!  from the names and replace with END. 
$! 
$ FLATCOR   \ 

$! 
$! Finished; add a note to the log file. 
$! 
$ CCDNOTE "Exercise completed" 

This takes the reduction as far as CCDPACK goes 
at present. If you need to take out pre-flash, or if your 
da ta have a significant dark current, then this should 
be performed (using the provided routines) between the 
debiassing and flatfielding. 

The debiassing occurs in two basic forms — with 
and without a bias frame. Wi th a bias frame, the op-
tion exists to scale the bias zero point to tha t of the 
da ta in the bias strips (overscan regions) or simply to 
subtract it. If you don' t have bias frames with which to 
make a master bias, then CCDPACK allows interpola-
tion between the bias strips using a linear or planar fit 
(extrapolating if only one strip exists, or just subtract-
ing a constant if none exist). 

Flatfield combination, as performed by MAKE-
FLAT, uses any of the combination methods (includ-
ing the ubiquitous median) , but before combination the 
da ta are run through a defect rejection phase, rejecting 
stars etc. which may have made it onto your twilight 
flats, or which are par t of a sequence of exposures where 
you have moved the images in the field (to allow this 
type of image rejection) to make a flatfield of the night 
sky (so called dithering). 

Future development 

The next release will be a fully functional Unix 
version (the basic par ts are already working). The pro-
duction of alignment, normalisation, and combination 
routines to allow mosaicing of images, is next on the list. 
There are also plans to produce an ' au tomated ' reduc-
tion routine driven by 'header ' items derived from FITS 
information (but this of course depends on the observa-
tories supplying the necessary items — you may have 
seen, in the FITS conference, tha t some information is 
becoming available on the W H T ) . Other items include 
extra support for IR array processing, bet ter flatfielding 
and defringing. 

Peter Draper, Starlink, Durham 
DUVADr.PDRAPER, pdraper@uk.ac.dur.star 

Seeing Red in DIPSO ... 
Given tha t dereddening spectra is such an impor-

tant part of many astrophysicist 's lives, it is under-
standably desirable to ensure tha t the reddening law 
applied is as accurate as possible. For  years, the 
s tandard dereddening routine in the DIPSO da ta anal-
ysis package has been dependent on the analytical fits 
derived by Seaton in the UV, and by Howarth else-
where. This is now becoming somewhat elderly. 

Cardelli, Clayton and Mathis (Ap. J., 345 , 245; 
1989) have produced revised and updated fits to an 
abundance of recent da ta , ranging from the FUV to 
the near-IR. There are a number of improvements over 
the previous work, including: 

• The dereddening law is expressed as a ratio of the 
absolute extinction at any wavelength to the ab-
solute extinction in the V band. The advantage 
over the conventional two-colour normalisation is 
tha t the absolute extinction is expressed directly, 
as opposed to comparing one colour with another. 

• The ratio of the total to the selective extinction, R, 
is explicitly related to the form of the fit. Seaton's 
original fit was normalised to a s tandard value, 
R = 3.1 (in DIPSO, for some reason, this is actu-
ally 3.2), but the Cardelli et  represents a mean 
interstellar law at every R. Although the actual 
extinction varies appreciably along differing lines 
of sight, the new fit represents a significant im-
provement in accuracy over Seaton for R > 3.5. 

• The extinction law of Cardelli et  is based on a 
greater volume of more recent da t a than the stan-
dard law of Seaton, and hence is more likely to 
represent the observed reddening. 

The analytical fits of Cardelli et  have been 
adapted for use in DIPSO. The implementation of 
this routine, called 'CCM2' , is similar to the s tandard 
DRED routine, but differs in the following respects: 

• If the routine finds one or more points in the array 
outside the range of the fit (from 1000 to 3334 Â), 
it will leave the whole spectrum untouched. 

• There is no ' L M C parameter . 

• The default value of R is 3.1. 

An example of the results produced by CCM2, rel-
ative to DRED, is reproduced in Figure 1. Notice the 
differences near the 2200 Á 'hump ' , and around 3000 Â, 
and in particular the region shortward of 1500 A. It is 
clear that very large differences emerge in the fluxes in 
this region, reaching an increase of  40 % at 1200 Â. 
This has very clear implications for previous work done 
in this area! 

Andrew Scott, Keele 
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Figure 1. A  of a spectrum dereddened by CCM2 and by the standard DIPSO routine DRED. The two 
results are shown superimposed at the bottom of the figure with the spectrum dereddened by CCM2 shown in bold. 
Also shown (at the top of the figure) is the result of dividing the DRED spectrum into the CCM2 spectrum. Notice 
how the flux levels shortward of about 1500 Â are increased relative the the rest of the spectrum. 
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ADAM Summary 

This article gathers together some reference material about the ADAM 
environment which has been obtained from SG/6  from talks given by 
Peter Allan and Rodney Warren-Smith. 

  

Head 

Peter Allan 

 

Brian Mcllwrath 

 nance 

Alan Chipperfield 
Paul Rees 
Malcolm Currie 

Porting team 

Ian Jenkins 
Stuart Robinson 

 

* Highly modular 
 Proven supportability 

* Real time operation 
* Extensible data format 
 All data files are portable 

* Highly flexible data system 
 Compatible with Fortran 90 
 An open system (Toolkit) 

* May be run from different shells 
* Built-in communications facilities 
* Applications written in Fortran (or C) 
* Range of subroutine libraries available 
* Supports distributed software development 

What is it? 

User view 

* a command language 
* a set of applications packages 
* applications with a common look and feel 

Applications programmer view 

* tools to assist 
* conventions for their use 
* a set of libraries for software development 

Instrumentation programmer view 

* means of coordinating tasks 
 means of exchanging messages and data 

* means of scheduling instrument control tasks 

Systems programmer view 

* conventions for the design of compatible software 

Unix availability 

Current status 

* Data system (NDF)  

 Parameter system (PAR) available 

 First development system available 

* Can  ADAM applications from shell 

* Nearly all subroutine libraries available 

Work in progress 

* ICL available soon 

 Applications porting to Unix 

* Many applications available by end 1992 
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Application  Documentation 

ASTERIX X-ray data reduction  documentation 

  handling ADAM The Starlink software environment SG/4 
CCDPACK CCD data reduction ADAM Unix version SUN/144 

CGS4 CGS4  reduction INTRO Introduction to ADAM programming  

CHART Finding charts General applications programming 
CONVERT Data format conversion 
DAOPHOT Stellar (profile) photometry CHR Character handling 

 File Input/Output 
SUN/40 
  

FIGARO General spectral reduction ICL Command language  
IRAS90 IRAS data reduction  Interface module reference manual  
IRCAM Infrared camera reduction MAG Magnetic tape handling   

• MSG/ERR Message and error reporting   
KAPPA Kernel applications package NDF Extensible    SUN/33 
PHOTOM Aperture photometry PAR Parameter system routines  
PISA Star/galaxy image analysis PGPLOT Graphics library SUN/15 

PONGO Interactive graphics PRIMDAT Primitive numerical data processing 
SGS Simple graphics system 

SUN/39 
SUN/S5 

SCAR Star catalogue database 
SPECDRE Spectroscopy data reduction More specialised facilities 
SST Simple software tools Simple software tools 

AGI Applications graphics interface SUN/48 
STARMAN Crowded field photometry HELP Help text retrieval system   
TSP Time scries  NCAR Graphics utilities SUN/88 

PSX POSIX interface routines   
REF References to HDS objects 
SLALIB Positional astronomy and time 

SUN/31 
SUN/67 

REF References to HDS objects 
SLALIB Positional astronomy and time 

SUN/31 
SUN/67 

  libraries SNX Starlink extensions to NCAR SUN/90 
TRANSFORM Coordinate   ation facilitiy SUN/61 

AGI Application graphics interface Lower-level facilities 
ARY ARRAY data structure access 
CHI Catalogue handling ARY Access to ARRAY data structures  

  GKS Graphical kernel system SUN/83 
CHR Character handling GNS Graphics workstation name service SUN/57 
CNF Mixed language programming GWM X graphics window manager SUN/130 
EMS Error message service HDS Hierarchical data system SUN/92 

ERR/MSG Error and message  IDI Image display interface SUN/65 

F77 Mixed language programming Programming tools 
FIO File  
GKS Graphical kernel system GENERIC Utility for compiling generic Fortran  

GNS Graphics workstation name service  Software porting tools  
SST Simple software tools  

GWM Graphics window manager STARLSE Starlink language-sensitive editor   
HDS Hierarchical data system 
HELP Help text retrieval system instrumentation programming 
 Command language MSP Message system primitive routines SSN/2 
 Image display interface NBS Noticeboard system SUN/77 
MAG Magnetic tape handling TASK Guide to writing instrumentation tasks   

MSP Message system primitives Systems programming 
NCAR Graphics utilities 
NDF NDF data structure access  Mixed language programming SGP/5 

 Parameter system EMS Error message service SSN/4 

PGPLOT Graphics library Standards and conventions 
PRIMDAT Primitive numerical data processing 
 Posix interface C Starlink C programming standard SGP/4 

SGS Simple graphics system DATA Starlink standard data structures SGP/38 
 c   FORTRAN Application programming standard  

SLALIB Positional astronomy & time LIBRARIES Accessing Starlink libraries SSN/8 
TRANSFORM Coordinate transformation PACKAGES Organisation of applications packages SSN/64 

UNIX Software organisation on Unix SSN/66 
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ULYSSES work at Birmingham 

Past spacecraft studies of the heliosphere have 
been confined to low heliospheric lati tudes; the highest 
previously reached inside the orbit of Saturn was 17° 
by Pioneer 11 on the way from Jupiter to Saturn. Even 
this lat i tude was sufficient to show tha t there are sig-
nificant variations in the properties of the heliosphere 
with la t i tude. 

Ulysses (formerly known as the International Solar 
Polar Mission) is the first spacecraft intended to s tudy 
the heliosphere at high solar lat i tudes. The mission 
was conceived in the mid to late 1970s as a two probe 
project with one spacecraft going over the solar north 
pole and the other over the south. One craft was to 
be provided by NASA and the other by ESA. Unfortu-
nately, financial constraints forced the cancellation of 
the NASA probe in 1981, with the consequent loss of 
the opportuni ty to observe the two hemispheres simul-
taneously and of any imaging capability. 

Existing rockets are not sufficiently powerful to 
launch a probe directly into a solar polar orbit, but 
by sending Ulysses to Jupi ter , and then using the Jo-
vian gravitational field in a slingshot  it is 
possible to achieve arbitrarily high lati tudes. Even 
this still required Ulysses to be the fastest object ever 
launched from Ear th . The closest approach to Jupiter 
was shortly before noon (UT) on 8 February 1992, and 
all the experiments on the spacecraft have survived the 

 approach to Jupi ter by a spacecraft and are 
now embarking on a voyage into uncharted regions of 
the heliosphere. 

Although the prime phase of the mission is yet 
to come, the in-ecliptic par t has been of considerable 
importance as this is the first t ime since the Voyager 
probes of the late 1970s tha t a spacecraft has explored 
the heliosphere in the region from 1 to 5 a.u. 

The instrumentat ion consists of 11 experiments for 
measuring a wide range of properties of the heliosphere. 
In addition, a number of teams are using the telemetry 
da ta for scientific purposes and there are also interdis-
ciplinary teams. In all, there are 49 institutes from 12 
countries in Europe and North America participating 
in the mission (of these, three are in the UK). 

All the da ta from the spacecraft are received by the 
NASA Deep Space Network (DSN). As the spacecraft is 
not tracked continuously, da ta can be recorded on board 
for transmission when tracking resumes. These da t a are 
then sorted into the correct time sequence, split into the 
various experiments, and distributed to the appropriate 

 by Je t Propulsion Laboratory ( JPL) . 

The HISCALE Experiment 

The Birmingham group is involved with the He-
liospheric Instrument for Spectra, Composition and 
Anisotropy at Low Energies (HISCALE), which is a 
collaboration between 7 insti tutes in the U.S., France, 

Greece, and the U.K. under the leadership of L.J. Lanze-
rott i of Bell Telephone Laboratories. (The instrument 
is referred to as LAN in ESA and NASA documents.) 

This experiment studies ions in the range from a 
few tens of keV up to a few MeV, and electrons from 
tens to hundreds of keV. Time resolution is up to 12s. 

The instrument consists of 5 detectors, 4 of which 
are dedicated to determining count rates and spectra 
for both ions and electrons. The fifth determines ionic 
compositions. The 4 rate-detectors are at 30°, 60°, 
120° and 150° to the spacecraft spin axis (which al-
ways points at Ear th ) , and as the spacecraft rotates at 
a rate of 5  they provide coverage of almost the full 

 steradians; the 60° and 120° detectors are divided 
into 8 sectors/spin and the others into 4. The com-
position detector is at 60° to the spin axis and has 8 
sectors. 

The design and construction of the instrument was 
carried out by the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) 
of the Johns Hopkins University, and the University of 
California, Berkeley. Bell Telephone Laboratories and 
the University of Birmingham also contr ibuted to the 
testing and calibration of the instrument. 

The conversion of the raw da ta received from J P L 
into a form usable by the team is carried out by the 
University of Kansas who then distribute it to the other 
institutions in the team. 

The scientific software has mostly been developed 
at APL and the University of Birmingham. The Birm-
ingham component has two par ts : 

1. The production of an  system to be used by all 
software, and also utilities to convert between the 
various platforms on which the da ta are being anal-
ysed  Suns and VAXes, al though support 
for DECstat ions has been provided as well). 

2. An  (Interactive Da ta Language) environment 
to allow quick and flexible access to and display of 
the data . This includes high-level utilities to plot 
time series of count rates, to produce movies of 
the anisotropy in the rates, and also to display the 
common da ta file (a selection of da ta from all ex-
periments distr ibuted to all teams). There are also 
lower-level tools to allow more 'hands on ' access to 
the da ta . 

The APL software is a set of Fortran programs to dis-
play compositions, spectra, and dynamic spectra. 

After the end of the proprietary period, the da ta 
will be sent to NSSDC to be generally available. It is 
intended tha t , at this time at least, the Birmingham de-
veloped software should be released for general Starlink 
use. 

The da ta received to date cover the period of the 
in-ecliptic phase of the mission and the Jupi ter en-
counter. Although previous missions (Pioneer 10 and 
11 and Voyager 1 and 2) have explored this region, this 
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Anisotropy of: P6 - 580-1050 keV ions 
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Figure 1. Anisotropy plot of 580  MeV ions seen by the  experiment shortly before the 
arrival of a shock at about 0408 on 27 May 1991. The quantity referred to as "Anisotropy parameter" is just the rate 
in the sector divided by the mean rate in all sectors. The coordinates of both this figure and Figure 2 are spacecraft 
coordinates; the X-axis of the plot is the angle from the Earth-spacecraft line and the Y-axis is the rotation angle of 
the spacecraft measured from the Sun. Thus, each column of the plot corresponds to a single detector, and the blocks 
within each column are the sectors. The overlaid contours are of pitch angle at 30° intervals with the dot indicating 
particles travelling parallel to the field, and the cross anti-parallel. These contours are derived using magnetic field 
data supplied by A. Balogh, the PI of the magnetometer team, and used with his permission. The time-series plot 
below the main frame shows the total count rate summed over all detectors and sectors. The vertical bar indicates 
the location of the current frame (during display of the movie, this bar travels along the time-series trace). 
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Anisotropy of: P6 - 580-1050 keV ions 
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Figure 2. Anisotropy plot of 580 keV-1.05 MeV ions seen by the Ulysses/HISCALE experiment shortly after the 
arrival of the same shock as in Figure 1. Note the near-complete reversal of the dipole component of the anisotropy, 
relative to the magnetic field. All of the figures accompanying this article were produced from the HISCALE IDL 
environment, using the PostScript output device, and were then plotted on an Inkjet printer. 
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Figure 3 . Time series of the channels  (38-53 keV electrons) and P4 (195-316 keV ions) in the LEMS30 detector 
(30° to the spacecraft-Earth line) for the first half of 27 May 1991. The Sun is between sectors 1 and 4 and at about 
15° to the spacecraft-Earth line. 
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is the first time since the late 1970s. The sensitivity and 
scope of the HISCALE instrument, combined with the 
very high levels of Solar activity during this phase, have 
meant tha t we are already obtaining exciting results. 

Of great value has been the combination of HIS-
CALE da ta with measurements from the spacecraft 
magnetometer which are provided by André Balogh of 
Imperial College, the PI of tha t experiment. This al-
lows the determination of particle pitch angles which 
are essential to understanding their acceleration and 
propagation. 

An example of the kind of results tha t have been 
obtained is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 which show 
still frames from a movie plot of the ion anisotropy 
with contours of pitch angle overlaid. The two frames 
show the distribution shortly before and shortly after 
the arrival of a shock at Ulysses at about 0408 UT on 
27 May 1991. The fact t ha t the predominant flow is 
away from the shock on both sides (and these frames 
are a perpendicular distance of only a couple of gyro-
radii before and after the shock) is unequivocal evidence 
that the ions were accelerated at the shock. (For other 
events there is evidence tha t the acceleration is less lo-
calised.) A more general view of this same event is 
given by the time-series in Figure 3, showing the very 
considerable  variation in count rates. 

The HISCALE composition detector is able to de-
termine ion compositions in the range from about 0.2 
to 25  and for species from hydrogen to 
iron. The results from this par t of the experiment are of 
special interest in the case of particles associated with 
major disturbances, as these frequently show enhance-
ments in heavy species and the mechanism of this is not 
yet understood. 

There is also a spectral analysis system for the 
4 rate detectors with 32 energy channels covering the 
same energy range as the rates channels. However, not 
a great deal of use has yet been made of these data , 
although it seems tha t they may be very useful in the 
Jovian encounter period. 

James Tappin, Birmingham 
BHVADr.SJT,  

Imaging stellar surfaces 

A large fraction of known red giants and 
giants fall into the semi-regular variable group of stars. 
The luminosity variation of these stars is characterised 
by a large scale cyclic variation (5-10 years), possibly 
driven by pulsation, modula ted by small scale irregular 
variations of the order of 100-200 days. 

One possible cause of the observed small scale vari-
ation in luminosity is the presence of a small number of 
large, bright  upon the stellar surface, gener-
ated by the action of deep convective cells, of the order 
of one stellar radius in size, within the atmospheres of 
these stars. 

Although such features are thought to be just large 
enough to be resolvable on the nearest red giant and 
supergiants by large  ) telescopes, direct imaging 
of these features is impossible from ground based tele-
scopes due to atmospheric seeing. 

With the use of models of such features, and realis-
tic simulations of the effects of atmospheric turbulence 
upon ground based observations, the feasibility of their 
detection with large telescopes via speckle imaging is 
being investigated. We are particularly interested in 
estimating the statistical validity of image reconstruc-
tions of these objects and, therefore, of the physical 
information contained within. 

The particular image reconstruction technique cho-
sen is the phase retrieval  of Fienup. This 
method utilises constraints obtained from speckle in-
terferometry, namely the estimated Fourier modulus 
and apparent angular size of the object, along with the 
known non-negativity of the object, to produce by an it-
erative method an image which shares the same Fourier 
modulus. 

In conjunction with this method, other observa-
tional indicators of stellar surface features will also be 
simulated, such as luminosity and line bisector vari-
ation measurements, to assist in removing ambiguities 
tha t may exist when such reconstruction techniques are 
applied to real astronomical da ta . 

Figure 1 shows an example of the type of test ob-
ject used in our simulations, of a heavily limb-darkened 
stellar disc with a bright hot-spot which contributes 
around 15% to the total stellar flux. Figure  shows 
the image of this object, scaled to the  angu-
lar diameter of the red supergiant Betelgeuse (50 mas), 
tha t would be formed by a 4 metre telescope in the ab-
sence of atmospheric turbulence. The Fourier modulus 
of this image is shown in Figure 3. An example of a typ-
ical  obtained by taking a short exposure 
image of the test object under simulated seeing of 1.2 
arcsec, is shown in Figure 4. From the average Fourier 
modulus of 150 such speckle images of the object, and 
of a point source observed under similar seeing condi-
tions, one obtains an est imate of the Fourier modulus 
of the diffraction limited image, Figure 5.  this the 
image of the object can be recovered, Figure 6, which 
closely resembles Figure 2 and clearly shows the asym-
metry present due to the bright surface feature. 

In order to ascertain the statistical reality of what 
appear to be surface features when such methods are 
applied to real astronomical data , we are forming a 
null hypothesis case — from a large number of recon-
structions of plain limb darkened discs — against which 
apparent asymmetries in the reconstructed images may 
be tested. 

The software used to do this work was mainly the 
Starlink packages F I G A R O and KAPPA. The greyscale 
images were produced using F IGARO's  com-
mand, and the colour images were produced using 
IKONPAINT. 
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Figure 1. Example test object of a limb darkened 
stellar disc with a  

Figure 3. Fourier modulus of the diffraction limited 
image. 

Figure 2. A diffraction limited image of the test ob-
ject. 

Figure 4. A typical simulated speckle image of the 
test object. 
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 Maps of Galactic  emission 

Diffuse emission a t far-IR wavelengths may be 
used to map the distribution of interstellar dust in the 
Galaxy. From  with measurements of neu-
tral hydrogen 21 cm emission, it is evident tha t column 
densities of HI and dust are well correlated on scales 
of a few degrees in a few selected areas  Boulanger 
and Perault , 1988). The formation of all-sky maps of 
diffuse emission at 100/im, using IRAS survey data , al-
lows the nature of this relationship to be investigated 
over a substantial fraction of the whole sky. An under-
standing of the relationship between far-IR and 21 cm 
emission is not only of intrinsic interest, it is necessary 
if  emission is to be used as a tracer of HI. It is 
also possible to form maps of diffuse emission at 60/im; 
these may be used in conjunction with 100/im maps 
to illustrate the variation in temperature of interstellar 
dust grains in different environments. 

The IRAS all-sky survey provides an invaluable 
da ta base for mapping diffuse far-IR emission. The 
maps shown here were made using the  Zodiacal 
Observation History File (ZOHF), which was formed by 
averaging the sky fluxes across the detectors in the focal 
plane, and applying a box-car filter of durat ion 8 sec to 
the scan da ta . This results in a beam width of  0.5° 
in both the in-scan and cross-scan directions. A ma-
jor contribution to the large-scale emission measured 
by IRAS was a smoothly varying component which 
arises from warm dust in the Zodiacal cloud. This com-
ponent dominates the observed diffuse emission at 12 
and 25  and makes a significant contribution at 60 
and 100  In addition to this smooth distribution, 
there are bands of emission close to the ecliptic plane 

 10°) which are believed to arise from dust asso-
ciated with known asteroid families (Low et  1984). 
The structure and temperature of these bands may also 
be studied using maps of large scale emission. 

In order to remove the smooth component from 
the scan data , we have used a semi-empirical model 
(termed the modified fan-model) for the Zodiacal emis-
sion. Best-fit parameters of this model have been deter-
mined by Rowan-Robinson et  (1990) using a subset 
of the ZOHF data , and it is this solution which has 
been used to form the maps described here. For each 
pixel of ZOHF data , the expected emission is calculated 
and subtracted before the pixels are co-added to form a 
sky map. The Zodiacal contribution must be est imated 
before co-addition because the model is sensitive to the 
changing viewing geometry of each scan. 

Three examples of the types of all-sky map that 
may be produced from the ZOHF d a t a are given here. 
All of the maps are shown in Aitoff projection using 
galactic coordinates. 

Figure  shows the 100/im brightness density. 
The galactic plane is clearly evident, as are several 
bright discrete sources such as the LMC at  = 280°, 
b = - 3 3 ° ) , and Orion at (209°, - 2 0 ° ) . Away from 
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Figure 1. Map of  brightness density following the subtraction of the Zodiacal foreground emission. The map 
is shown in Aitoff projection using galactic coordinates; it is centred on the galactic anticentre and has  increasing 
from left to right. 
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Figure 2. Map of the ratio of  brightness density to HI column density. The white area corresponds to the 
area of the sky not covered in the Bell Labs antenna survey. Shown in the same projection as Figure 1. 
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Figure 3. Map of the quantity defined by  —  5 x  Shown in the same projection as Figure 1. 
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the galactic plane, several loops and filaments can be 
traced, such as the north celestial pole feature extend-
ing over / = 120°-150°, b = 25°-40°. Also, note the 
areas shown in white in which the 100/im flux density 
is less than 1   These regions have a very low 
dust column density, and those in the northern galac-
tic hemisphere correspond well with the low HI regions 
reported by Lockman et  (1986). These areas are im-
por tant 'windows' for extragalactic surveys in the XUV 
band. The similarity of the diffuse features at 100/im 
to those seen in HI maps is very good. To illustrate this 
further, Figure 2 shows the the ratio of 100/im emission 
to the HI column density (from the Bell Labs antenna 
da ta of Stark, Bally, Linke and Heiles, in preparat ion). 
Away from bright 100/im point sources, this rat io can 
be seen to be reasonably constant over much of the sky, 
and little of the diffuse s tructure seen at 100/im is dis-
cernible. There is, however, variation on large angular 
scales in which the rat io decreases towards the galac-
tic anticentre and increases towards the galactic centre. 
This may be explained in terms of the decrease in stel-
lar density with distance from the centre of the galaxy, 
since the emissivity per grain depends on the intensity 
of the interstellar radiation field. 

A further example of the type of map that may be 
produced from these da t a is shown in Figure 3. Here, 
the zodiacally subtracted map of 60/im emission has 
been used with the 100/im maps to form a quanti ty 
sensitive to the dust temperature   — 5 x 

  The blue regions are cooler than the mean 
temperature (grey), whereas the red and white regions 
are warmer and much warmer respectively. The warm 
' S ' shaped band of emission arises from asteroidal dust 
bands lying close to the ecliptic plane (not included 
in the zodiacal modelling). In the galactic plane, the 
red and white areas show regions of active star forma-
tion, whereas the blue areas are cool molecular clouds 
which are self-shielded from the interstellar radiation 
field. These blue regions correspond well to maps of 
CO emission (which is a good tracer of molecular gas). 

A full discussion of these maps (and others) is given 
in  et  (1991). The maps are gener-
ally available, and a software package is also available 
which allows the creation, manipulat ion and display of 
maps of 60 and 100  emission. A Fortran subroutine 
is also provided to give the 60 and 100  intensities 
in a given direction. If interested, contact   
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Statisticians Corner 

In this, and future editions of this Bulletin, I aim 
to display some graphs illustrating basic information 
about the Starlink project. They say a picture is worth 
a thousand words, and I think those opposite  you 
more about how the Starlink Project has grown since 
its inception than pages of tables and analysis could. 

The number of users has grown fairly steadily to 
over 1400. There is evidence for a seasonal variation 
superimposed on the growth — typically, there is an 
excess of about 50 users in November, and this reduces 
to a deficit of about 10 users in the following June. We 
believe this is caused by the academic year causing a 
spurt of new registrations in the au tumn, followed by 
a gradual clearing out of obsolete  from the 
previous academic year. This cycle is  on 
an annual rise of about 120 people a year. 

Recently there has been a spectacular rise in the 
size of the VMS Starlink Software Collection. I use 
'size' in the literal sense here — it is jus t the number 
of Mbytes of disk space needed to store the Collection, 
with no questions asked. This has increased by 150% 
in the last two years. However, the number of items 
in the Collection is increasing at a linear rate, so the 
average i tem is getting bigger. 

The most impressive recent rise within Starlink has 
been in the installed CPU power. This is shown in 
the graph in the lower left corner. The Y-axis scale is 
logarithmic such tha t ' 3 ' represents 1 SPECmark per 
user, ' 2 ' represents l / 1 0 t h SPECmark per user, and so 
on. In 1980 we had six VAX/780s. If purchasing goes 
ahead as planned, this year we will have the following 
amounts of installed CPU power: 

• more than 150 CPUs in all. 

• more than 50 Unix machines (Sun and DEC) . 

• more than 100 workstations (VMS and Unix). 

• more than 1000 SPECmarks of CPU power. 

This would give nearly 1 SPECmark of CPU power per 
user, compared with less than 1/100 SPECmark per 
user in the mid 80s. 

Wha t is a SPECmark? It comes from a suite of 
programs tha t is run and timed on various machines 
to give a measure of computing power. For example, 
a DEC  VAX 3400 is rated at 2.2 SPECmarks , a 
VAXstation 4000/60 at 12 SPECmarks , and a DECsta-
tion 5000/240 at 32.4 SPECmarks . 

Mike Lawden,  RAL 
RLVADr.MDL, mdl@uk.ac.rl.star 
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Figure 1. Four graphs showing the growth of the Starlink Project since its opening in 1980. Top left: Number 
of registered users; Top right: Size of Starlink Software Collection (Mbyte); Bottom right: Number of items in the 
Starlink Software Collection; Bottom left: Installed CPU power per registered user. 
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STARLINK INFORMATION DIGEST 

Starlink sites  site managers: 
 Armagh Observatory, College Hill, ARMAGH , BT61 

9DG. Tel: 0861-522928. Paul Brown. 
 

B E L F A S T : Dept of Pure and Applied Physics, Queen's Univer-
sity of Belfast, B E L F A S T , B T 7  Tel: 0232-245133 X3648. 
Paul Brown.  

B I R M I N G H A M : School of Physics and Space Research, Uni-
versity of Bi rmingham, Edgbas ton Pa rk Road, B IRMINGHAM , 
B15 2 T T . Tel: 021-414-6447. Bill Wilson. 
 

C A M B R I D G E : Th i s is a single Starl ink node wi th a single com-
pu te r cluster serving two organisations: (1) Ins t i tu te of Astron-
omy, University of Cambridge , Madingley Road, C A M B R I D G E , 
CB3 OHA. Tel: 0223-337528. (2) Royal Greenwich Observatory, 
Madingley Road, C A M B R I D G E , CB3 OEZ. Tel: 0223-374000. 
Ian Sicilien, Steve  Phil Herridge. 
  

C A R D I F F : Dept of Physics, University of Wales College of 
Cardiff, P O Box 913, C A R D I F F ,  3TH. Tel: 0222-874000 
X5282. Rodney Smith.  

D U R H A M : Dept of Physics, University of Durham, South Road, 
DURHAM, DH1 3LE. Tel: 091-374-2131. Alan Lotts. 
 

E D I N B U R G H : Royal Observatory, Blackford Hill, E D I N B U R G H, 
EH9 3HJ. Tel: 031-668-8377. John Barrow. 
 

H A T F I E L D : Dept of Physics & Astronomy, Hatfield Polytech-
nic, College Lane, HATFIELD, Herts ,  9AB. Tel: 0707-
279607. Chris Brindle.  

 Astrophysics Group, Dept of Physics, Blackett Labo-
ratory,  Prince Consort Rd, LONDON, SW7 2BZ. Tel: 
071-589-5111 X6658. Graeme  
 

J O D R E L L B A N K : Nuffield Radio Ast ronomy Lab, University 
of Manchester , Jodrel l Bank, M A C C L E S F I E L D , Cheshire,  
9DL. Tel: 0477-71321 X293. Michael Garrett. 
 

K E E L E : Dept of Physics, University of Keele, K E E L E , Staffs, 
ST5 5BG. Tel: 0782-583341. James Albinson. 
 

K E N T : Electronic Engineering Lab, University of Kent , CAN-
T E R B U R Y , Kent , CT 2 7NT. Tel: 0227-475406. Brian Heaton. 
 

L E I C E S T E R : Dept of Physics and Astronomy, University of Le-
icester, University Rd, L E I C E S T E R ,  7RH. Tel: 0533-523599. 
Geoff   

M A N C H E S T E R : Dept of Astronomy, University of Manch-
ester, Oxford Road, M A N C H E S T E R , M13 9PL. Tel: 061-275-
4236. Vassilis Laspias.  

O X F O R D : Dept of Astrophysics, Nuclear Physics Building, Ke-
 Road, O X F O R D ,  3RH. Tel: 0865-273311. Paul Collison. 

 

P R E S T O N : Dept of Physics  Astronomy, Lancashire Polytech-
nic, P R E S T O N , P R 1 2 T Q . Tel: 0772-893564. Andy Adamson. 
 

Q M W : Dept of Physics, Queen Mary and Westfield College, Mile 
E n d Road, LONDON , E l 4NS Tel: 071-975-5053. Kevin Richard-
son.  
R A L : Rutherford Appleton Laboratory , Chil ton, D I D C O T , Oxon, 

 0QX Tel: 0235-821900. 
(1) Project cluster: Building R68. David Rawlinson, X6471. 
 
(2) Astrophysics cluster: Building R25. Barbara Bromage, 
X6497.  
S T A N D R E W S : Dept of Physics and Astronomy, University 
of St Andrews, Nor th Haugh, St Andrews, Fife. KY16 9SS. Tel: 
0334-76161 X8323. Roger Stapleton (act ing). 
 

S O U T H A M P T O N : Dept of Physics, University of Southamp-
ton, S O U T H A M P T O N , S 0 9 5NH. Tel: 0703-592112. Laurence 
Jones.  

S U S S E X : Astronomy Centre , Division of Physics  Astronomy, 
University of Sussex, B R I G H T O N , East Sussex,  9QH. Tel: 
0273-678478. Stuart Keir.  

U C L : Dept of Physics and Astronomy, University College Lon-
don, Gower Street , LONDON,  6BT . Tel: 071-380-7147. 
Adrian Fish.  

Starlink contacts at RAL: 
Tel: 0235-821900. All usernames are on  (RLVAD) 
except GEB who is on UK.AC.RL.STAR.AST (RLSAC). 

Project Manager: 
Project Scientist: 
Network Manager: 
Applications: 
ADAM Support Group: 
Document Librarian: 
VMS Software Librarian: 
Unix Software Librarian: 

Patrick Wallace X5372 (PTW) 
Gordon Bromage X6362 (GEB) 
John Sherman X6367 (JCS) 
Rodney Warren-Smith X6165 (RFWS) 
Peter Allan X6735 (PMA) 
Mike Lawden X5363  
Martin  X5363 (STAR) 
Jo Murray X6254 (USSC) 

Starlink contract programmers: 
David Berry, Manchester, IRAS90 reduction package,  
Clive Davenhall, Leicester, Survey of database systems, LTVAD::ACD. 
Peter Draper, Durham, CCDPACK, DUVAD::PDRAPER. 
Nick Eaton, Durham, Image  DUVAD::NE. 
Julian Gold, Cambridge, NDPROGS, CAVAD::GOLDJIL. 
Michael McSherry, Armagh, XRP, ARVAD::MMCS. 
Horst Meyerdierks, ROE, FIGARO/SPECDRE, REVAD::HME. 
Dave Mills, UCL, IUE final archive reduction, ZUVAD::DMILLS. 
Rhys Morris, Cardiff,  restoration, CARDIF::RAHM. 
Grant Privett, Cardiff, Faint galaxy photometry, CARDIF::GJP. 
Richard Saxton, Leicester, ASTERIX, LTVAD::RDS. 
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